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Reading Guide: Business as Usual, from The Corporation


Pre-reading
1. Do you think corporations should try to clean up the neighborhoods in which their 


factories and headquarters are located? Do they owe anything to their communities?


2.  Can you think of any corporations that have helped to clean up environments or 
neighborhoods? If so, who were they and what did they do?


3. Can you think of any corporations that have harmed or abused the environment, workers 
or the neighborhoods their factories are in? If so, who were they and what did they do?


Vocab
Read the sentences with the words in bold. Then choose the best meaning for each bolded word.


1. The corporation is a legally designated “person” designed to valorize self-interest. (v)


2.  Corporations are designed to invalidate moral concern. (v)


3. Most people would find its personality abhorrent in a human being. (adj)


4. He looked out of place in this predominantly low-income neighborhood. (adv)


5. Corporations have always been philanthropic by donating to charity. (adj)


A. to weaken or destroy the effect of something
B. mainly
C. giving money and time to help others
D. to make courageous or brave
E. causing strong dislike


Now find the following word forms for each:
noun verb adj adv root


valorize xxxxxxx
xxxxx invalidate xxxxx


abhorrent xxxxxxx
xxxxx predominantly


philanthropic








 


Reading
As you read, complete the following table with information about the people mentioned in the 
reading. Please PARAPHRASE what the people say. This means using your own words.


Name Who they are What do they say about corporate responsibility


Tom Kline


Hank 
McKinnell


William Ford Jr


Ira Jackson


Milton 
Friedman


Debora Spar








Noam Chomsky


Summary: Please write a summary of this article that includes the main points. Your summary 
should be a complete paragraph in length (at least 6-8 sentences) and follow the guidelines for 
summaries we looked at earlier in the semester.
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